As the largest single indexer of Open Education Resources (OER) and digital library repositories, Intellus Learning empowers instructors to:

- Quickly access open education resources (OER) as well as their institution’s current digital library materials that can be used to replace more expensive course materials. Saving you weeks of time having to search multiple repositories.
- Map content to course objectives, learning outcomes and even traditional publisher content.
- Deliver content that includes permission rights and ADA compliance metrics

Intellus Learning makes it easy to select and deliver course content while tracking student engagement and learning outcomes so that instructors can:

- Deliver innovative, affordable content that is current.
- Assign and link selected content directly from within the campus Learning Management System (LMS) in real time.
- Quickly locate and customize content to create just-in-time lessons, tutorials or full course modules.

The powerful analytics in Intellus Learning empowers data-based decisions to improve course pedagogy and engagement so that instructors can:

- Easily make alterations to selections to improve student engagement with assigned content.
- Select content that has been vetted and rated by other instructors both within and outside their own institution.
- Include more recent and relevant content than is provided in traditional textbooks with long revision cycles.

Why Intellus Learning?

Saves faculty time in discovering high quality Open Educational Resources (OER).

Empower faculty to respond to institutional initiatives to improve affordability of course resources.

Be on the look out for more information from margaret_cook@macmillan.com.